Masquerade Corrections

Our apologies, there was an error on the list of winners in the Workmanship, novice category. The corrected winners are:

- Award for Proton Pack Perfection: Raymond T. Stanz, Apparition Eliminator
- Excellence in Creature Construction: Locusta, Displacer Beast Thief

Hugo Ceremony Live Stream

For those unable to get in to the Hugo ceremony, there are a few options for viewing the big night. Callahan’s will be showing the entire ceremony on their big screen. You can also follow on you phone or laptop at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pt4UI_te7bs

Childcare at Worldcon 76

Childcare is available at WorldCon 76. Kiddie Corp will be providing fun activities to all our young fans. Age range from 0-15 years old with fun activities for all. There is a charge of $15 an hour.

The hours are as follows:
- Friday 9:30 AM to 8:30 PM
- Saturday 9:30 AM to Midnight
- Sunday 9:30 AM to Midnight
- Monday 9:30 AM - 4:00 PM

Age range from 0-15 years old with fun activities for all. Childcare location information can be found at the Info Desk in the Convention Center.

WSFS Business Meeting Report

After formally receiving the results of the 2019 NASFiC and 2020 Worldcon site selection, the WSFS Business Meeting on Sunday concluded all remaining business today and adjourned sine die in memory of past Worldcon chairs Julian May and Milt Stevens, both of whom passed away in the past year.

A proposal to modify the Professional and Fan Artist Hugo Awards was referred to a special committee for further study. A proposal related to the deadlines associated with required reports from WSFS convention committees was referred to the Nitpicking & Flyspecking Committee for further clarification.

There will be no WSFS Business Meeting on Monday. The WSFS Mark Protection Committee will meet in Room 230 at 11:30 on Monday morning to elect new officers for the coming year and to consider other proposals. This meeting is open to all attending members of Worldcon 76.

Watch the Hugo Livestream

Counting down to the Hugo Awards. Watch the livestream. Youtu.be/Pt4UI_te7bs.

Kaffeeklatsch Sign Ups

Remember: Kaffeeklatsches are a limited seating event! Make sure to go to the Hub at least half a day in advance to get a ticket to the one you want. Subject to availability.

Quote from the Masquerade

“What I’m doing right now is not called vamping. It is called panicking with panache.”

—Christopher J. Garcia, Masquerade Master of Ceremonies

Filk Sunday Night

All Sunday filk events take place in the Willow Glen room in the Marriott.

7:00 PM  TBA
8:00 PM  Open Filking

Yard Sale

Does your convention or club need more art show peg board panels? How about consuite supplies like coffee urns or serving trays? Swing by Room 114 in the convention center starting at 1:30 PM Monday. Cash and credit cards are accepted.

MIT Press

The following books from the MIT Press will be on display one day only Monday from 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM at Fan Table 40 in the Exhibit Hall:

- Frankenstein: Annotated for Scientists, Engineers, and Creators of All Kinds
- Twelve Tomorrows
- The Dialogues: Conversations about the Nature of the Universe
- Science Fiction Visionary (North Atlantic Books)
- Drawing Physics: 2,600 Years of Discovery From Thales to Higgs
- Otto Binder: The Life and Work of a Comic Book and Science Fiction Visionary (North Atlantic Books)

Sheryl Hayes Reading and Signing

Reading—Monday 11:30 AM to 12:00 pm in room 211A
Autograph—Monday 1:00 PM in the Autograph Area
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Lost Item at Party
If you left a bag containing convention treasures in one of the party rooms, please come to “Social” Ops, Fairmont South Tower, room 379 before 6:00 PM Sunday to claim it. You can call our room, and we can meet you downstairs outside the lobby if you don’t have access to the hotel.
We will also be open at 10:00 AM Monday morning, if you can’t get here in time on Sunday evening.

Free Wi-Fi
Don’t forget, the Convention Center has free WiFi for all members! Search for “WickedlyFastWiFi” and connect.

Masquerade Photos
Our official staff photographers took candid and posed photos of the Masquerade participants and their performances. Whether you participated or enjoyed from the audience, you can find all of the photos on the Worldcon 76 website in our photo gallery.
Find the Masquerade photos and more from this weekend at: www.worldcon76.org/photography.

Saturday Party Reports
The Locus 50th anniversary party started early and got the night off to a strong start with the famous Trombi punch and plenty of people lounging about discussing literature.
Colorful Drinks named for Ponies were the order of the day at the intimate and vibrantly decorated BABSCon party.
The Brotherhood Without Banners served spicy shots and sweet punch in a full suite mysteriously devoid of furniture. An appearance by George himself was the highlight of an excellent evening.

Sunday Parties
New Zealand is back with their “Southern Stars” party, in room 576, starting at 9:00 PM CANSmof returns with their Montreal/Canadian SF party, in room 476
Arabian SF will debut tonight, in room 579
BABSCon will run for another night, in room 583
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Event Guide Mobile App
View an interactive schedule of everything on the program, read information about the panelists, and view maps and other info right on your smartphone. You can also build your own schedule using the app. The Grenadine Event Guide is available for all Android and iOS devices.
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